The Impact of Tantrism on Japanese Religious
Traditions
The Cult of the Three Devas
B E RNARD FAURE
I t i s well known that, a fter its introduction to Japan at the beginning or
the ninth century, Tantric Buddhism (or esoteric Buddhism, mikkyo W q&,
as the Jap anese prefer to call it ) rap idly became the mainstream of Japa
nese Buddhism. Its influence on Japanese culture and religion can hardly
be overestimated . This is especially true of the medieval period, when the
entire Japanese pantheon and mythology were restructured and rewritten
in esoteric Buddhist terms . A particular case in point is the emergent reli
gion that came to be called Shinto : medieval Shinto is hardly more than
esoteric Buddhism in a new key. 1 But esoteric Buddhism also significantly
influenced two other major religiou s movements, namely Onmyodo �1H�
J!! and Shugendo {��J!! .
The mythological effervescence that characterizes the period from the
1 2th to the 1 6th century has much to do with the ideological ela bora
tion of a Buddhist conception of kingship . This was achieved in particular
through medieval commentaries on the Chronicle of Japan (Nih ongi S
**c), which reinterpreted and developed classical myths along the lines
of Tantric Bud dhism and of Onmyodo .2 The esoteric notion of the non
duality of the two ma1Jtfalas nicely overlapped with the yin-yang theory
and its popular variants .
The paradigmatic example o f Buddhist esoteric influence is proba bly
the so -called Ryobu Shinto jjljj j'f�t$J!! , which developed around the Ise
Shrines toward the 1 3 th-1 4th century. As the term " ryob u " jjljj j'f� implies,

1 On this question, see KURODA TO SHIO, " Shinto in the History of Japanese Religion," trans.
JAMES C. DOBBINS and SUZANNE GAY, Journal of Japanese Studies 7, I ( I980): I-2I.
2 See BERNARD FAURE, "Pan Gu and his Descendants: Chinese Cosmology in Medieval
Japan," Taiwan Journal of East Asian Studies 2, I (200 5 ) : 7 I- 8 8 .
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the two shrines of Ise, known a s the " Inner Shrine " (naikii i:kJ '8 ) and the
" O uter Shrine " (gekii Yl-'8 ) , were in turn redefined as symbols of the two
great ma1Jej,alas of Shingon, the Womb Realm ma1Jej,ala ( taizokai mandara
�il� 3'J!. � � ;m ) and the Diamond Realm ma1Jej,ala (kongokai mandara 1it
[iUJ1j 3'J!. � � ;m ) . Thro ugh a convenient symbolic translation, the Sun Buddha
M ahava irocana (J. Dainichi * S ) was identified with the Japanese sun
goddess Amaterasu �� *t$, the main deity of Ise. Amaterasu was also
identified with the Wisdom-king Aizen ��.:E ( Skt. Raga-raja ), because of
the latter's solar symbolism - and with various other Tantric deities.
Let me begin with a painted scroll from the Boston M useum of Fine
Arts - which has the inconvenience of being p oorly reproduced, b ut the
advantage of presenting all the usual suspects. The scroll, d ated to the 1 4th
century, is called Kasuga Dakiniten mandara * S }t ef Fr:. � � �;m, and it is
related to the Kasuga Shrine in Nara . 3 The deer, messenger of the Kasuga
deity, is represented at the top of the scroll, but ap art from that reference,
the image is very different from the other Kasuga ma1Jej,alas known to us.
The main deity (h onzon *l�l) is a three-headed figure riding a white
fox. It is surrounded by various other deities that form a popular Tantric
sub-p antheon. Among the most important are, a bove Kishimojin * -1-f,J:t$
( Skt. Hartt!) and another unknown female deity (perhaps Kichijoten eft¥:
�, Skt. Lak�m!) riding what seems to be a Garuda-bird.4 Below the main
deity is a co uple of elephant-headed deities standing in sexual embrace. It
is a traditional representation of the d ual-bodied Deva of Bliss Kangiten �
:g�, also known as Shoten �� ( Skt. Vinayaka m jjM� {1JD ) . Further below
is King Aizen, the six-armed Wisdom-king (myoo �Y .:E ) . 5 On the right is
M ahakala ( S iva ), holding an elephant skin a bove his head in his two upper
hands, and a human and a goat in his two lower hands. Mahakala is shown
here in his Indic form, before becoming utterly Japanized in the form
known as Daikokuten *�� (which also appears in similar ma1Jej,alas of
that perio d ) .
The first mention of such a three-headed figure i s found i n a text
written around I l 7 S by the imperial prince Shukaku Shinno '<'f ft.m

3 See ANNE NISHIMURA MORSE and NOBuo TSUJI, eds. , Japanese Art in the Museum of
Fine Arts, B oston, Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, and Tokyo : Kodansha, Vol. 2 : Plates,
1998, ill. 1 4 3 , p. 1 5 3 ·
4 O n HiirItI, see N O E L PERI, "HiirIti l a Mere-de-demons." B ulletin de l'Ecole Franraise
d'Extreme- Orient 1 7, 3 ( 19 1 7 ) : 1-102
5 On Aizen, see RO GER GOEPPER, Aizen-myoo : The Esoteric King of Lust. An Iconological
Study. Arti bus Asiae. Zurich : Museum Rietberg, 199 3 .
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.:E ( I I 5 0 -1 2 0 2 ).6 It describes a guardian deity o f T6j i j[� (the Shingon
headquarters in Kyoto ) , a yak?a called M atarajin ,@ $MH$ (a variant
of M ahakala , and a name related to the pestilence deities known as the
" Seven Mothers " ( Shichimo, -tf,J:, Skt. saptamatrka). This image, no longer
extent, is described as a " strange deity" with three faces and six arms. Its
central face (golden in color) is that of Sh6ten, its right face (re d ) that of
Benzaiten # :t�, its left face (white ) that of Dakiniten � e-nl:. � . This fig
ure was said to be a messenger of the Inari deity friH",'H$ . It later came to be
called the "Three Deva s " (Santen -=: � ) .
W h o were these " Three deva s " a n d why d i d they become so important
in the late medieval period - whether as separate entities or as a single
entity ? First, a few words about deva s in general might be in order. Devas
are Indian deities that predated Buddhism, and were either converted or
subdued by it. While, a s Ronald Davidson and others have shown,? the
paradigmatic model for their conversion is the taming of MaheSvara ( S iva )
by Vajrapa�i or Tra ilokyavij aya, the deva s o f medieval Japan returned
with a vengeance. Once converted, the mo st important go ds of the Hindu
pantheon were introduced into the Buddhist p antheon a s directional
deities - most notably the Twelve Deva s (Jiiniten + = �) and the Four
Deva-kings ( Shitenn6 l2.9 � .:E ) . Furthermore, Tantric Buddhism came up
with a doctrinal development that was going to have a strong influence
in Jap an. To the tra ditional Three Bodies of the Buddha, it added two
more, namely the Wheel-C ommanding Body (J. kyoryorin-shin q&�iJifH,Jj:f ),
and the Assimilation body (J. torujin �mE,Jj:f). The former corresponds to
deities like the Wisdom-kings (myoo I¥I .:E ), the latter to demonic or ani
mal manifestions. The deva s are usually perceived a s " a ssimilation bodies"
(to rujin ) . However, they also came to be perceived as " real one s " (jissha 'l'
1!f ), that is, as deities who have a real and somewhat demonic nature, and
who are provisional manifestations o f a bu ddha or bo dhisattva . In other

6 See Gyoki lfllJ ltc, in Taisho shinshu daizokyo (hereafter abbreviated as T. ), ed. TAKAKU SU
JUNJIRO and WATANABE KAI GYOKU, Tokyo : Taisho issaikyo kankokai, I9 24- I935, vol. 87,
249 3 : 6I4a. On this question, see also IYANAGA NOBUMI, "Daikokuten," in Hobogirin :
Dictionnaire encyclopedique du bouddhisme d'apres les sources chinoises et japonaises,
Paris : Adrien Maisonneuve, vol. 7: 906.
7 See NOBUMI IYANAGA, "Recits de la soumission de MaheSvara par Trailokyavijaya d'apres les sources chinoises et japonaises," In MICHEL STRICKMANN, ed., Tantric and
Taoist Studies in Honour of R . A . Stein, vol. 3 ( I9 85) : 63 3 - 745. Brussels: Institut Belge des
Hautes Etudes Chinoises. See also RONALD M. DAVIDSON, " Reflections on the MaheSvara
Subjugation Myth: Indic Materials, Sa-skya-pa Apologetics, and the Birth of Heruka,"
Journal of the International Association of B uddhist Studies q , 2 ( I 99 I ) : I97-225 ; and
id. , "The Bodhisattva Vajrapani's Subj ugation of Siva," In D ONALD S. LO PEZ, JR. , ed. ,
Religions of India in Practice, Princeton: Princeton University Press, I99 5 : 547- 5 5 .
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words, these deities were not fully integrated into the Tantric system and
retained a degree of independence .
The importance of the deva s in medieval Jap anese religion is empha
sized in a 1 4th-century Tendai encyclopedia, the Keiran shuyoshu 1�iltil'
��, in a section entitled "The Deva s can free you from sa�sara ." Yet, for
all its emphasis on the efficacy of the deva s, whether as " a ssimilation bod
ies " or a s " real" deities like Sh6ten or D akiniten, the text warns the reader
that they are vulgar and dangero us deities that should be left alone. O ne
of the reasons for their popularity in medieval Japan is their ambivalence,
which facilitated their integration into the binary structures of esoteric
Buddhism (and of O nmy6 d 6 ) . For instance, the two elephant-hea ded fig
ures that form the comp osite deity called Kangiten represent at the same
time the blissful sexual union of the demon Vinayaka with Senayaka ( a n
avatar o f AvalokiteSvara ), the submission of the former by t h e latter, a n d
the non-duality of Principle (ri �) and Knowledge ( chi :1' ), symb olized by
the Womb and Vajra realms.

1.

The Three Devas as individual deities

Benzaiten is said to go back to the Indian river godess Sara svatl, Daki
niten to the demo ness pakinl, and Sh6ten to the god Ga1.leSa or the demon
Vinayaka. These deities - or at least their Indian prototypes - are well
known, and they are too complex to be dealt with here in detail. I will
simply mention a few significant features that may explain in part their
affinities.
While the Japanese tra dition has not reta ined the image of Ga1.leSa
with his two consorts, the sexual symbolism rema ins prevalent in the
image o f Vinayaka ( Shoten ) a s " D eva of Bliss" (Kangite n ) . 8 As a "god of
beginnings," Sh6ten was also invoked at the beginning of all rituals, and
most notably goma (fire ) ritu als. He also became identified with a wrathful
deity named K6j in m;f:$ (wild go d ) , a demon of obstacles that claimed to
be the elder brother of the Buddha . As K6jin, Shoten also became a "god
of the placenta," i.e., a deity protecting the individual from conception to
b irth and well beyond.

8 On Kangiten, see ALEXANDER KABAN OFF, "The Kangi-ten (Ganapati) Cult in Medieval
Japanese Mikkyo," in IAN ASTLEY, ed., Esoteric Buddhism in Japan, S B S Monographs 1 .
Copenhagen and Aarhus: The Seminar for Buddhist Studies, 1994 : 99-126.
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Like Sara svatI in India, Benzaiten was initially worshiped in Japan as a
goddess of eloquence and music . 9 As a river-go ddess, she also came to be
perceived a s a naga , a snake- or dragon-deity, and she became identified
with a chthonian deity named Ugajin '¥J!tt$ . The latter is usually repre
sented as a coiled snake with an old man's face, sometimes inside a wish
fulfilling jewel (nyoi hoju tlO !Jt��, Skt. cintamaIJi ). Under the name Uga
Benzaiten '¥ J!t * :t.:R, Benzaiten is represented wearing a dia dem with a
small Shinto shrine gate (torii ), under which Ugaj in appears.
The Indian t/-akinis were a type of demons living in cemeteries and feed
ing on human flesh. Originally, they were part of the retinue of the Hindu
goddess KalI. Like the so-called " M others" ( Skt. matrka), they belonged
to the retinue of Mahakala . In the Mahavairocana-siitra (J. D ainichikyo *
S *-I), they are tamed by the Buddha Va irocana in his form as Mahakala . lO
In medieval Japan, they became associated with foxes and with the cult of
Inari. In this way, they came to be worshiped a s a single female deity under
the name Dakiniten.
As she ro se into the Japanese pantheon, Dakiniten came to be wor
shiped as supreme deity under the name " B odhisattva, King of astral foxe s "
( Shinkoo bosatsu JJZaJli :E {lf roi ) Y Under that name, she came to p l a y an
important role in medieval enthronement rituals (sokui kanjo P!P{:V:il TJ-f),
patterned a fter the Tantric abhi?eka. 12 Through these rituals, Dakiniten
even came to be perceived as the " original ground " (honji *±-!f:l) of the Sun
goddess Amaterasu, the ancestor of the imperial family.
The a bove deities tend to share the following features :
- They control human destiny.
- Through their links with the symbolism o f the jewel, they become
deities of fecundity, fertility, and wealth. They share this symbolism
with other deities such a s King Aizen and Nyorin Kannon tlo !Jl:iJifHM.
-tf ( C intama�icakra AvalokiteSvara ) .
- Through their animal characteristics (elephant, snake, fox), they are
linked to the d ark side of power.

9 On Benzaiten/ Sarasvatl, see CATHERINE LUDVI K, Sarasvati: Riverine Goddess of Knowl
edge, Leiden: Brill, 2007; and YAMAMOTO HIROKO i-LI * V- ;z, :::. , Ijin : Chusei Nihon no
hikyo-teki sekai "'t$ - r:p 1!t 13 * O) fi,![Jn't-.J 1!t W Tokyo : Heibonsha, I99 8.
10 On this question, see NOBUMI IYANAGA "Dakinl et I'Empereur : Mystique bouddhique
de la royaute dans Ie Japon medieval," Versus : Quaderni di studi semiotici 84 / 84 ( I999 ) :
4 I- I I I .
1 1 See Keiran shuyoshu, T. 76, 24IO: 73 2a, 867b.
1 2 On this question, see IYANAGA I999.
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- They are all related with Mahakala and with the earth-deity (and
Mahakala himself is perceived as an emanation of the earth-deity ) .
- Following various trajectories, they all a scended to the t o p of the
p antheon, and ultimately tend to become primordial deities. We
have here a feature that Friedrich Max Muller, speaking about
Indian religion, described a s " henotheism." 13
The henotheistic tendency is visible in the case of Shoten, as described for
instance in the B ikisho .d� . : " Shoten is King Yama is the underworld,
Shoten among the deva s, the twin-deva (kushojin {Jt.":tt$ ) among men, and
Susanoo among the kami. All these gods are transformations of Shoten." 14
A similar tendency is found in the case of Benzaiten. According to a Ryobu
shinto text entitled Ko kozoto hish o :
" C onforming t o the capacity o f beings, [Benzaiten] manifests all kinds
of secret bodies. Sometimes appearing a s a de va with thousand tongues,
she gives unobstructed eloquence ; at others, she becomes Kudo kuten :rJJ fj!\
:R. [ S rI Lak�m!] , and confers unlimited happiness. Sometimes she is called
Karitei �iiT�* [Harlt!] and lea ds the five hundred demons in order to
eliminate disea ses ; at other times she is called Kenrochij in � '$ ±{M$ (Firm
earth deity), and dispenses food, drink, clothes, palaces and pavilio ns; she
is also called Da ikoku-shin * �t$ [i. e . , Mahakala] and gives happiness to
[the beings of] the three thousand great worlds ." 15
According to the apocryphal Ugaya daranikyo '¥ Jt Jf� WE*iFr:.m£, Ugaj in
(i.e., Benza iten) appears as Dakiniten to bring people longevity and hap
piness, as Kangiten to remove ob stacles in the present and future life, and
as King Aizen to give love to all beings and lead them to enlightenment. 16
A similar interpretation is found in the case of Dakiniten as well. In the
Inari D aimyojin saimon fi1H\D' * l¥l t$�x, for instance, we rea d : " D akiniten

13 See Friedrich Max Muller, India : What Can it Teach Us ? (London : Longmans, Green, and
Co, 1 8 8 3 ) : 145-1 47.
14 See Shinto taikei, Ronsetsu-hen, Shingon shinto, vol. 2: 509. On Shoten (Kangiten), see
KABANOFF 1994 ; and BERNARD FAURE, "The Elephant in the Room: The Cult of Secrecy
in Japanese Tantrism," in BERNHARD SCHEID and MARK TEEUWEN, eds., The Culture
of Secrecy in Japanese Religion, London and New York : Routledge, 200 6 : 255-268. On
King Yama, see CHARLES MALAM OUD, Le Jumeau solaire, Paris : Seuil, 200 2 ; on the
kushojin, see NAGAO KAYOKO, "Kushoj in no tenkai " fJl,101$ (7) )ji � . Bukkyo bunka 10
(2000 ) : 43-70); on Susanoo, see CORNELIUS OUWEHAND, " Some Notes on the God
Susa-no-o," Monumenta Nipponica 14 ( 1 9 5 8 ) : 13 8-161.
1 5 See Kokozoto hisho, in KO KUBUN GAKU KENKYU SHIRYOKAN 00 x"f:liJf'fE'llf N!t, ed.,
Ryobu shinto shu jjljj jl M$ii�, Shinpukuji zenpon sokan 6, Tokyo : Rinsen shoten, 1999 :
3 72.
1 6 See Keiran shuyoshu, T. 76, 24 10 : 85P and 909a.
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is a trace of the bodhisattva Monju x1*i:f1li [ . . . ] Among the bodhisat
tva s, he is Jiiichimen Kannon +�jij • .:g. and Nyoirin Kannon. Among
the Wisdom-kings, he is Fud6 /F ib and Aizen [ . . . ] Benza iten, Sh6ten, and
Da ikokuten, all are in essence Dakiniten." 17 Under the name of Cintama�i
King ( Shindamani-6 � WE,@� ::E ) , Dakiniten became a primordial deity
that rules Heaven and Earth and controls the Five Phases (wuxing 3i1T ) .
I n this new, a strological incarnation, the " earthly foxe s " that form her reti
nue came to replace the " Five Emperors" (gotei 3i w) or five dragon-kings
(goryuo 3ijij� ::E ) of classical Chinese cosmology and Japanese O nmy6 d 6 .

2.

The Three D evas as Triad

Let u s now return to the strange, three-headed deity of the Kasuga D aki
niten mandara . While the figure o f the protecting deity of T6j i seems spe
cific to Shingon, the group formed by the Three Devas - Sh6ten (or D aiko
kuten ), D akiniten, and Benza iten - fitted quite naturally the ternary logic
o f Tendai :R. iJ' doctrine. These deities are said to represent the Three Truths
of Tendai and to correspond to the Womb Realm, the Diamond Realm,
and the Realm of Realization (soshitsuji �H!�;:I:{f! , Skt. su?iddhi), respectively.
The Keiran shuyoshu describes the Three Deva s ( here Daikokuten,
Dakiniten, and Benza iten ) in terms of the " Three Mysterie s " (sanmitsu -=:.
W ) - of body, mind, and speech - of the Buddha D a inichi. 18 They are also
identified with the " Three Bodies " (sanshin -=:'J:r) o f the Buddha, whose
higher manifestation is Benzaiten, his middle manifestation being Sh6ten,
the lower manifestation D akiniten. 19 Oral tra ditions associate the Three
Deva s with the three fund amental seed-letters (shuji fl*, Skt. bija ) A-BAN
UN ( Skt. A-VA ¥ -H U ¥ ) of Tantric Bu ddhism, and with the corresponding

mudras.20
In the medieval enthronement rituals p atterned a fter the Tantric

abhi?eka, Sh6ten, Daten ( D akiniten ), and Benza iten merged into one sin
gle deity, and their ritu als were performed together. They correspond to

17 Quoted in NANAMI HIROAKI � iW. sLff,;, "Nantobon 'Heike monogatari' Tsunemasa Chi
kubushima mode to Hie-sha Shonyogu no Biwa hoshi : Eizan shinko-ken ni okeru Uga
Benzaiten shinko 0 megutte" lWW* r ¥*!I&.J�J �lEit1o '§!;�li !::: 13 St±�:9:'8 O) :EE � lt
�iP�tJ( � f§{rn l'l!1H = .t, " t 0 '¥i't#l!1J(f§{rn � bi) <" 0 -c , Bungei gengo kenkyu : bungei-hen
II ( I 9 8 6 ) : 77-78.
18 T. 76, 24IO: 8 5 p.
1 9 Ibid. , 60 6a.
20 See YAMAMOTO HIROKO � * L} 0 =- , Henjo fu : Chusei shinbutsu shugo no sekai 'B2!iX:lil!'
- 9=' 1!tt"' fL 'I'I if O) 1!tW-. Tokyo : Shunjusha, I99 3 : 359.
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various sets of three, such as: the Three Poisons, the three Jewels, etc.21
They were also worshiped on the margins or outside of Bud dhism, in reli
gio us trends such as O nmyodo, Shinto, and Shugendo. A major O nmyodo
text, the Hoki naiden, reveals for instance that the Three Deva s were iden
tified with various Tantric and Yin-Yang triads - including the Three Lumi
naries ( Sun, Moon, and Stars ).22
The deity of Toj i was initially described as a messenger of Inari
D a imyojin. The Three Deva s came to be inscribed in the landscape o f
M t . Inari, on the so -called " Peaks of the Three Deva s." They were also wor
shiped at the three Inari sanctuaries - the Lower sanctuary corresponding
to Dakiniten, the Middle one to Benzaiten, and the Upper one to Shoten.23
The motif of the Three Devas was also important in Shugendo, as
shown for instance in the symbolism of the yamabushi's � 1* attire : "The
so-called persimmon dress (kakigoromo 1$::&) represents the " dragon-fox"
(shinko JJR�Jli, that is, D akinite n ) ; the Fudo robe (Fudo kesa /GtJJ � �) rep 
resent the coiled Kurikara 1Jl:fiJ ;tm;m, that is, Benzaiten [in her dragon form] ;
the cap (zukin �J[ rjJ ) symb olizes the lotus of the Womb Realm, that is, the
co nventional (samaya ) form of Shoten �J( C::::- ,@ Jf�%. Thus, the physical
aspect of the yamabushi corresponds to the joint performance of the secret
rituals of the Three Devas (santen gogyo no hiho C::::- J(ifit z iJii' rt )." 24
The importance of the fox at Mt. Inari, on the southern outskirts of
Kyoto, and the role of the "Three Foxe s " in apotropaic rituals, have per
haps paved the way to the representation of the Three Devas as a fox
riding deity. O ne source describes the shrine maiden (kora ) of Ise as avatars
of Dakiniten and associates them with the so -called three foxes (sanko
-=-�Jli) : "The 'heavenly fox' ( tenko J(�Jli) is the acolyte of the great go d
dess Amaterasu, the earthly fox ( chiko ±{MJli) that o f Kasuga D a imyojin. In
heaven and on earth, these two deities protect the originally unborn jewel.
The celestial fox becomes Shoten, the terrestrial fox D akiniten, and the
jewel that they guard is Benzaiten. These three, fusing together, become
three jewels. They are the Three Luminaries in the sky, the three eyes in the
[human] face, the three acts of b ody, speech, and mind, a s well a s the three
points that summarize the Dharma ."25

2 1 See for instance the ritual described in the Jindaikan hiketsu, in Zoku Shinto taikei, Ron
setsu-hen, Shugo shinto *% :tEf3iil**" �1iil �5i� , 'I"I ifrEf3ii , 392.
22 See Hoki naiden, in Shinto taikei, Ronsetsu-hen, Onmyodo rEf3iii**" �iBI.� , � �;!)\ii ,
19 87 : 39·
23 See Jindaikan hiketsu tEf31-t�f£,i:R:, i bid. See also : Busshin ittai kanjo sho l!11l tEf3 -i*iiTJlll'ji,
coll Eizan bunko, 164a; and YAMAMOTO 199 3 : 3 60.
24 See Keiran shu yoshu, T. 76, 24 1 0 : Foa; see also i bid., 8 67a.
25 See Jingi hisho rEf3mJ!;w.«, t:t , quoted in YAMAMOTO 199 3 : 359.
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The Three Deva s are represented in a series of pa inted scrolls that are
often called " Dakiniten mandara," owing to the fact that the main deity
and several of its acolytes are riding foxes. O nly one of them, to my knowl
edge, is actually called " Image of the Three Devas." 26 These representa
tions flourished between the 1 4th and 1 6th century, and they were still
produced during the Edo perio d and even a fter.
The " D akiniten mandara " usually represents a three-faced deity rid ing
a fox. Its faces are tho se of Dakiniten, Shoten, and Benzaiten. Sometimes,
however, other lateral faces - human or non-human - are added. The deity
holds various attributes - some of which are characteristic of the eight
armed Benzaiten . It is winged, and snakes are coiled around its neck. The
red solar disk ab ove Shoten displays the three-legged crow, the white lunar
disk a bove Dakiniten's head the hare-in-the-moon (two emblematic figures
that can be traced b ack to early Chinese mythology ) . The disk a bove Ben
zaiten 's head, while empty, is partly filled by the hea d of the snake-deity
(Ugajin ) in her headgear.
The main deity is flanked by four small fox-riding acolytes (three
female, o ne male ) . They are called " Heavenly Ma iden (Tennyoshi ;R.-J;cr),
" Red Maiden" ( Shakunyo shi l}j;-J;cr), " Black Maiden" ( Kokunyoshi 'fft- -J;c
r ), and Ta ishaku shisha ( Indra 's emissary *lRf�1'f ) .27 The names o f the
three females also appear in the Hoki naiden as acolytes of the King of
Astral Foxes ( Shinko-o JJZaIll.:E ) - i.e., Dakiniten. In that text, they are iden
tified with three forms of Benza iten worshiped at the Itsukushima, Chiku
bushima , and Enoshima shrines, respectively.28
Clearly, this three-faced deity and its acolytes were also important in
Onmyodo . A recent exhibitio n at Kanazawa Library on the relatio nships
between esoteric Buddhism and Onmyodo allows us to better understand
the importance of that deity in d ivination rituals of the medieval peri
od.29 These rituals u sed a wo oden d ivination b o ard (shikiban 5-t�) whose

2 6 This scroll, commonly known as "The Three Devas Riding a Fox," was preserved at the
Hojti-in on Mt. Koya. See Catalog " Tenbu no shoson ::R ll1l 0) 1Hf., ill. 4 8 and 6 I .
2 7 SHIRAHARA YUKIKO B Jjj( Iil �'j'-. I999. " 'Fushimi Inari mandara' ko : Koj in-bon 'Daki
niten mandara' ni taisuru iken" r ffi: J! fili f;lf ;: WEm U �-fli\LA.* r Jili s Ft:. ::R ;: �m J F': M -t
;;:' ''' J!. Museum (Tokyo National Museum) 560 ( I999 ) : 7- 24.
2 8 H OKINAIDEN, in Zoku Gunsho ruiju F: 3 99 ; quoted in SHIRAHARA I99 9 : I I .
29 See SHINAGAWA KENRITSU KANAZAWA B UNKO t$�) I I J,!f, li :& tR :Jc1l!<, ed. , "Onmyodo
kakeru mikkyo" � Jl!,'jii x!,t; �, Yokohama : Kanazawa bunko, 2007; and NISHIOKA
YO SHIFUMI j!!j jliljJj':Jc, "Kanazawa Shomyoji ni okeru tonj o shitsuji-ho : kikakuten
'Onmyodo kakeru mikkyo' hoi " :&tR*,;jl, � I = .B 't ;;:' ilill" !iX: �±Ifllt-{£jiljfJ.i r � Jl!,'jii x !,t;
�J Mil:, Kanazawa bunko kenkyu 3 20 (2008) : 3 5-49.
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structure and symbolism resemble that of the Chinese compass or a stro 
labe, while drawing on esoteric Buddhist symbolism.
The use of the shikiban in esoteric Buddhism reflects the same p henom
enon of co nvergence between esoteric Buddhism and O nmyo do that led to
the creation of astral rituals centered on the Seven Stars of the Northern
D ipper (hokuto shichisei � t 41::; Jlo!: ) and on Myoken Bosatsu tfJ; �::-g:Ili, the
Pole Star deity. The shikiban is constituted of three parts : a conical top that
symbolizes Heaven ; a cylindrical, revolving part that symbolizes the realm
of men ; and a square b ottom that symbolizes the Earth. Dakiniten as Ruler
of a stral foxes is represented at the top or center, while her four acolytes
are drawn on the cylindrical sectio n. O n the square board are drawn the
Eight directional Lads (hachi doji ) \' :li -1- ) , the twenty-eight lunar constel
latio ns (nijiihasshuku = + ) \. ili ) , and the thirty-six emblematic animals
(sanjiirokkin -=: + h � ) - very much like in the star ma1Jej,alas of esoteric
Bu ddhism. Indeed, the two main parts of the shikiban correspond to the
two ma1Jej,alas of Shingon esotericism. The shikiban was also ritually iden
tified with the human body. The ritual was therefore not merely a d ivina
tion ritual, its purport was also to bring the deities down into the shikiban,
in order for the practitioner to merge with them.
In the Chinese shikiban, the heavenly board is centered on the Polar
Star - which suggests that, in the Japanese shikiban a s well, Dakiniten cor
responds to the Polar Star.30
What led medieval Bud dhists to worship the Three Devas as a single
compo site deity ? The grouping - whether in a single ritual or parallel ritu 
als of several deities perceived as having functional similarities and sym
bolic affinities may have been part of a strategy for obta ining greater ritual
efficacy. Why three ?31 The number three has a particular symbolic value in
esoteric Buddhism. In Japan, symbolizes the Three Truths (santai -=: �* ) of
Tendai, The Three Mysteries (sanmitsu -='!M ) of Shingon, the Three Bodies
of the Buddha, and similar d octrinal rubrics.
Symbolically, the triangle represents the fire of goma rituals, and in
particular the shape of the hearth used for subjugation rituals. Rolf Stein
suggested that, more generally, the triangular shape is that of the stove all
over Asia - with its three stones or bricks serving a s support. The triangle

30 Descriptions of similar divination boards or mandalas have been found in the case of
Shoten and Nyoirin Kannon as well; see NISHIOKA 200 8 : 4 3 .
3 1 Actually, the Three Devas - like the Three Musketeers i n Alexandre Dumas's novels - are
usually four, although the identity and status of the fourth one (Mahakala /Daikoku) var
ies: sometimes he becomes part of the triad, replacing another of its members; sometimes
he remains in the background, as a multifunctional deity that serves as a link between the
others or as their synthesis (as in the case of the Mataraj in of Toji).
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also evokes the " three dots" (santen -=.,�) of the Siddham letter I, which
plays an important role in Tantric ritual, and the three eyes of S iva , a god
that, in his Buddhist forms a s M ahakala and MaheSvara, is the main rep
resentative of the Deva category. The triangular form is also that of the
tripartite jewel (sanben hoju -=.#'£�). As noted earlier, this jewel is asso
ciated with variou s medieval deities, in particular Benzaiten, whose three
main cultic centers are represented as three connected jewels forming a
triangle.
Why these three deities in p articular ? Pro ba bly because they sepa
rately emerged a s three major figures of the medieval pantheon and were
linked by all kinds of a ffinities (like the jewel symbolism ) . The iconography
expresses and brings the a ssociative logic of Tantrism to its conclu sion. But
a bove all, it creates an atmosphere that is definitely Tantric, and was per
ceived as such. It shows that medieval Japanese culture, which is tra dition
ally said to be indebted to Chinese influence, was also strongly influenced
by India . It proves, if need be, that Tantric Bud dhism was a pan-Asian
religious movement. 32
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